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Our name comes from the company’s head office and
main production site, which are located in Wangen in
the Allgäu region of Germany. This is our home: in the
most southerly part of Germany where three countries
– Austria, Switzerland and Germany – come together at
Lake Constance.

Take a dive into our world and learn more about us on
the following pages.
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TRUST

35
6

years:
That is how long
our pump ran
for Mr. Maier
in Austria without
any repairs.

WHAT we do

Our motivation is the satisfaction of our customers, our

Quality management at WANGEN PUMPEN is certified to

passion is the excellence of our standards. All areas of

ISO 9001. This – temporary – certificate must be applied

our company are built on this principle. This is the only

for again and again to verify that the high standards are

way to create the kind of lasting values which let us write

still met. For us this is a matter of course.

success stories like that of a pump running without repair
for 35 years. For us, quality is a pump which you do not
notice. And then when you do notice it after a very, very
long time, it is in connection with our – equally excellent
– service support.
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CHALLENGES

48
8

month
is the average operating period
of the 10,000 pumps from our
production.

WHAT we do

Facing up to challenges helps you grow – and not only

Pumps from WANGEN PUMPEN convey materials with

when you are a child! So what must a pump do? Exac-

viscosities from 1 to 10,000,000 mPAS at pressures from

tly: It has to pump under all conditions, good or bad.

0 to 48 bar and rates from 500ml/h to max. 300m³/h. Be

And when conditions get bad, that’s when pumps from

it with progressing cavity pumps in all imaginable sizes

WANGEN PUMPEN really come into their own. Whether

or with screw pumps, be it for standard or individual so-

you need to handle adhesive, abrasive or crumbly mate-

lutions: We have been meeting these challenges for over

rial, or require absolute hygiene: This is when our pumps

44 years in e.g. the food, environment, biogas, agricul-

are at their very best. This is owed among other things to

ture and chemical sectors. And, if desired or required,

the brain power in our department for particularly tricky

some of our models of course can be produced to be

development tasks and the solutions it comes up with.

certified by 3-A Sanitary Standards Inc..

For example, the universal joints with universal shaft installed in our progressing cavity pumps. Advantages lie
in their extreme load ratings, reliability and long life even
when handling difficult and challenging media. The resulting low life cycle costs save the user both cash and
stress.
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GLOBALLY

53
10

countries
are supplied with products and
services from WANGEN PUMPEN.

WHERE you find us

Manufactured in Germany – used world-wide. Our

Other countries, other pumps. The flexibility of our

customers’ esteem for and trust in pumps from WAN-

teams of specialists in meeting customer wishes while

GEN PUMPEN confirm our commitment to quality work

fulfilling country- and application-specific requirements

as a basis for long-term value creation. Be it prompt de-

extends from consulting to production, delivery and in-

livery, reliable installation or after-sales support: Excel-

stallation. World-wide and without equal.

lent service is one of the key elements of our customer
care activities. In Germany and neighboring countries
we guarantee prompt assistance via our 24/7 service
hotline when things need to go really quickly. Service in
this form is something you will get only from WANGEN
PUMPEN, fulfilling our promise to provide the best support to our approximately 10,000 customers in all their
needs and processes.
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ACROSS BORDERS

7000

of our pumps are in biogas plants in Germany
alone. This means an average of one pump from
WANGEN PUMPEN per biogas plant.
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WHERE you find us

Pumps from WANGEN PUMPEN work smoothly, even

The next time you are on holidays, maybe this thought

when they need to cope with high-friction, viscous, sticky

will cross your mind: Somewhere nearby there’s almost

or coarse mixes. Be it for sewage works in Mexico, Italy

certain to be a pump from WANGEN PUMPEN working

or China, for biogas plants in France, Canada or India,

unseen to keep things running smoothly.

for industrial works in the Czech Republic, Singapore or
Spain, or as food pumps in the USA, Norway or Russia.
No matter what, no matter where. As our list of references testifies: We can be relied on to get your materials
moving. And always in compliance with country-specific
regulations of course.
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VALUES

100

percent:
At WANGEN PUMPEN we live up
to our values 100 percent.
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WHAT guides us

Values are meaningless if you don’t live up to them.

On this foundation grows an outstanding corporate cul-

Many role models receive no more than lip service. We

ture that represents a major part of our very own, special

don’t need any posters to remind us symbolically of our

assets. This way we create a motivating environment

values. After all: quality awareness, a solutions-orien-

from which we draw the fuel for our inner drive and the

tated approach, social responsibility and respectful in-

basis for our achievements.

teraction will only have an enduring impact if they are
practiced out of daily conviction, thus forming a sustainable basis of trust for a working partnership. This
attitude is reflected not only in our products but also in
our relationships with customers and suppliers.
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SUSTAINABILIT Y

2000

cubic meters
of fresh water is saved by us a year.
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WHAT guides us

As an ISO 14001-certified company, we know that sus-

Whether we save 2000 m³ of fresh water by returning it to

tainable management is a matter of common sense. Out

a cooling circuit or 3 tons of raw rubber through recyc-

of responsibility for the future of our environment and fol-

ling: We take our commitment to sustainability serious-

lowing generations, we are investing in the development,

ly. The view through our windows of the beautiful Allgäu

introduction, monitoring and continuous improvement of

countryside is an impressive reminder of why it is right to

environment management systems. This takes the form

honor our environmental responsibility.

of an on-going process, with new goals defined and implemented each year. This way we are helping to stem
environmental pollution and promote environmental protection.
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GROW TH

200

and more people are
employed at WANGEN PUMPEN.
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WHO we are

Since it was founded in 1969, WANGEN PUMPEN has

Pumps from WANGEN PUMPEN are highly regarded at

developed continuously from a handicrafts business to

regional, national and international level thanks to our

a medium-size company with a workforce of over 200.

consistent orientation to market and customer require-

WANGEN PUMPEN has achieved healthy growth, re-

ments. It is this high esteem in which we are held by our

maining solid and stable to the core at all times. This is

customers that motivates us to preserve, improve and

due among other things to a special promise which we

breathe new life into our values day after day.

continue to keep today as much as back then: To deliver
products and services which meet the highest quality
requirements and expectations of our customers. Challenges change, however, and we can only meet them proactively – by continuously questioning, examining and
optimizing our workflows and structures.
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EXPERTISE

15
20

percent
of the WAGEN PUMPEN
workforce are trainees.

WHO we are

Our young talents are our future. In 8 training professions

The high degree of vertical integration in our in-house

we are sowing the seeds for identifying with our quality

production calls for the highest possible qualifications

philosophy, living up to our values, and – ultimately – un-

from our specialist teams. To achieve this, we offer our

derstanding our customers’ needs. We open up interes-

employees an extensive program of training courses and

ting prospects while providing freedom, stimulus and op-

further training seminars. This way we can not only up-

portunities to contribute to WANGEN PUMPEN. As the

date the specialist know-how needed in each area but

result we are looked on less as an employer and more as

also add greater depth and breadth.

a mentor and partner. To be able to cover all the different
facets of our company’s activities to the greatest extent
possible, we have a very high trainee quota. This way we
can ensure that our valuable know-how is passed on to
the next generation with first-class results – know-how
which makes WANGEN PUMPEN an attractive employer
at local level and a successful business partner on the
international stage.
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Germany
(Headquater)
Pumpenfabrik Wangen GmbH
Simoniusstrasse 17
88239 Wangen im Allgäu

Germany
Koch Pumpentechnik
Vertriebs GmbH & Co. KG
Am Wiehen 2a
32457 Porta Westfalica

Pumpenfabrik Wangen GmbH
Eugen-Langen-Str. 12
19061 Schwerin

Austria
Pumpenfabrik Wangen GmbH
Otto-Scharmitzer-Str. 45
3464 Goldgeben

USA
Wangen America Inc.
855 N. Wood Dale Road,
Suite A
Wood Dale IL 60191

Pumpenfabrik Wangen GmbH
Klosterstraße 40
2362 Biedermannsdorf
Belgium
Sterling Fluid Systems
(Belgium) NV-SA
’T Hofveld 1
Zone Gosset
1702 Groot-Bijgaarden
Chile
Protech Continental - Wangen Chile
Centro de negocios Isidora 3000
Avenida Isidora Goyenechea,
3000 Piso 23-24
Las Condes, 7550098,
Santiago, Chile

All sites and their complete contact data can be found at www.wangen.com
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Denmark
Verder A/S
H.J Holstvej 26
2610 Rodovre
Finland
FlowExperts Oy
Eräkuja 2
01600 Vantaa
Greek
ChemoFluid o.E.
E. Spring & SIA o.E.
Kyprou 57
12241 Egaleo/Athen
Great Britain
Agricultural applications
and biogas
Agrico Eng. Ltd.
Raleigh Industrial Estate
Eccleshall, Stafford ST21 6JL
Hungary
Hungaro System’s
zsolt u. 8/A.I/1
1016 Budapest

WHERE you find us

Italy
Fluitech s.r.l.
Via Nazario Sauro, 83
20025 Legnano (MI)

Romania
Novi Consult
str. Sergent Nutu Ion, nr. 25
sector 5, Bucuresti

Slovenia
Decar Produkt d.o.o.
Rudniska c. 19
3214 Zrece

Mexico
Protech Continental México
Paseo de la Reforma Nº. 350,
Floors 10-11
Col. Juarez
06600 México City

Sweden
Sikama AB
Speditionsvägen 17
14250 Skogås

Spain
Protech Continental S.L.
Salve Regina Park
C/Ginesta, Nº 6
08187 Santa Eulália de Romança

Netherlands
Distrimex Pompen & Service BV
Edisonstraat 12
7006 RD Doetinchem
Norway
Froster AS
Sandviksveien 30
5036 Bergen
Poland
PPHU Ekohelp Tomasz Sajdak
ul. Trzebinskiego 7
26-617 Radom
OptiFlow
ul. Postępu 12
02-676 Warszawa

Switzerland
Bächtold Landtechnik AG
Wolhuserstrasse 9
6122 Menznau
Rototec AG
Luzernstrasse 224 c
3078 Richigen
Singapore
Pacific Engineering
& Services PTE Ltd.
64 Tuas South Ave 2, Tuas Bay
Ind. Centre
637525 Singapore

Taiwan
K-Tec Kiu Tai
Enterprise Co. Ltd.
#10, Alley 35, Lane 91,
Nei Hu Rd., Sec. 1
Taipei
Russia
Components & Systems Ltd.
7, Melnikaite Str.
220004 Minsk

Slowakia
Ro Te Wa
Fedinova 4
85101 Bratislava
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www.wangen.com

